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Abstract—On-demand video streaming is becoming a killer
application for wireless networks. It has been recently shown
that a combination of caching on the users’ devices and deviceto-device (D2D) communications yields throughput scalability for
very dense networks, which represent critical bottlenecks for
conventional cellular and wireless local area network (WLAN)
technologies. In this paper, we consider implementations of
such caching D2D systems where each device pre-caches a
subset of video files from a library, and users requesting a
file that is not in their own library get it delivered through
D2D communication. We develop centralized and distributed
algorithms for the delivery phase, encompassing a link scheduling
and a streaming component. The centralized scheduling is based
on the max-weighted independent set (MWIS) principle, and uses
message-passing to determine max-weight independent sets. The
distributed scheduling is based on a variant of the FlashLinQ link
scheduling algorithm, enhanced by introducing video-streaming
specific weights. In both cases, the streaming component is based
on a quality-aware stochastic optimization approach, reminiscent
of current DASH technology (Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over
HTTP), for which users sequentially request video “chunks”
by choosing adaptively their quality level. The streaming and
the scheduling components are coupled by the length of the
users’ request queues. Through extensive system simulation, the
proposed approaches are shown to provide sizeable gains with
respect to baseline schemes formed by the concatenation of offthe-shelf FlashLinQ with proportional fair link scheduling and
DASH at the application layer.
Index Terms—Adaptive Streaming, Device-to-Device, Video
Delivery, Quality-Awareness, Scheduling

I. I NTRODUCTION
According to recent predictions of the Cisco Visual Networking Index (VNI) [11], the sum of all forms of video
will constitute 80% to 90% of global consumer data traffic
by 2017, and the traffic from wireless and mobile devices
will exceed the traffic from wired devices by 2016. Therefore,
efficient video-aware network algorithms for wireless networks
are of highest importance [1][21]-[42]. It has been shown
recently [1], [20], [36], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42] that the
throughput for delivery of wireless video files can be greatly
enhanced by device-to-device (D2D) communications, where
direct links between pairs of user devices can be set up without
requiring to go through a central base station. In particular,
these works propose systems where each device caches independently, according to a certain optimal distribution, a subset
of popular video files. When a user needs a file not already
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present in its own cache, it obtains it from one of its neighbors
through a spectrally efficient, short-range D2D link. As user
density increases, the aggregate storage capacity of the D2D
network increases linearly with the number of users, while
the average communication distance decreases (and the spatial
reuse increases). For these reasons, D2D networks for video
delivery are scalable, such that both demand and throughput
increase linearly with user density.
The most common way users consume video is by streaming, i.e., after a pre-buffering time typically much shorter than
the duration of the video file, playback is started while, at the
same time, the rest of the file is progressively downloaded.
More specifically, the video file is divided into “chunks” such
that while the already received chunks are played back in
sequence, the later chunks are transmitted. A transmission
algorithm for such a system consists of two components:
(i) a scheduling algorithm that determines which D2D pairs
are allowed to transmit at a given time, and (ii) a streaming
algorithm that determines adaptively from which device each
chunk should be requested and at which quality level. These
two components are obviously coupled.
Currently, the most well-known D2D scheduling protocol
in both industry and academia is FlashLinQ [7], [8]. It is a
distributed algorithm that schedules D2D links according to
their priorities, such that the higher-priority links do not suffer
from significant interference of possibly scheduled lowerpriority links. Theoretically, it can guarantee the maximum
number of activated D2D links as analyzed by the theory
of stochastic geometry [10]. However, FlashLinQ does not
incorporate naturally a video quality-aware mechanism, and
therefore its suitability for D2D on-demand video streaming
remains open.
As far as video streaming quality adaptation is concerned,
a number of protocols have been suggested in the past. Such
protocols consider various characteristics of video streaming, e.g., cloud-based video streaming protocols are proposed in [45], [46], channel-aware streaming algorithms are
discussed in [44], new architectural concepts are presented
in [47], rate-distortion theory based (or quality-aware) streaming is addressed in [48], [49], and resource-aware streaming
algorithms are mentioned in [50].
The key postulate of this paper is that D2D scheduling and
streaming are coupled, and that therefore a joint algorithm
has to be developed for this task. In this paper we propose
and analyze both centralized and distributed algorithms that
combine aspects of the above-mentioned methods.
For the proposed centralized scheduling and streaming algorithm, we utilize the benefits of cellular centralized resources,
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i.e., while the devices communicate directly with each other,
they are under control of an existing base station (BS); see [12]
for a discussion and further references of such systems. Thus,
the scheduling decision can be made by the cellular BS and
we assume that the BS knows the channel state information
(CSI) for all the possible pairs of D2D links. The scheduling
component of the proposed scheme is based on a link conflict
graph (e.g., formed centrally by the BS) such that the links
scheduled to be active simultaneously at any time slot must
form an independent set of such conflict graph. This conflict
graph based scheduling can be formulated as a max-weight independent set (MWIS) problem. The MWIS problem is known
to be NP-hard; in this work we make use of a message-passing
algorithm proposed in [15], [16], to (approximately) solve
the MWIS problem. Therefore, our scheduling component is
designed based on this message-passing concept with D2Drelated modifications, i.e., the weight is not only based on
the queue backlog size but also on the CSI. Our distributed
scheduling scheme is based on FlashLinQ, improved by incorporating weights (similar to MWIS) and thus providing a
connection to the streaming decisions for video quality.
Our streaming component is based on stochastic network
optimization with the consideration of the quality of video
streaming. Each video consists of a number of chunks. Each
chunk can be requested at different quality levels,1 such that
higher quality corresponds to more bits per chunk to be
delivered. Therefore, our algorithm dynamically controls the
quality mode of each chunk to maximize total quality subject
to all data being supportable over the network. Note that the
streaming decisions impact the weights (for MWIS or modified
FlashLinQ) of the scheduling.
This work extends previous investigations of adaptive video
streaming algorithms [17], [18]; and we retain the notation
of those papers for streaming-related aspects. The algorithms
in [17], [18] are for adaptive stochastic video streaming for
cache/helper (equivalent to access points plus video database
in WiFi-based networks) and apply to a bipartite network
topology where a set of infrastructure nodes (small cell base
stations with cached video files) serve a set of wireless users.
Furthermore, our work differs from these papers as follows:
•

•

In [17], [18] it is assumed that each user can be served
simultaneously by multiple infrastructure nodes over each
scheduling slot. Instead, here we explicitly consider the
constraint of the D2D link conflict graph, such that at
each scheduling slot a user can only be served by another
(peered) user device, if the corresponding link belongs to
the scheduled independent set.
The algorithms in [17], [18] dynamically match source
and destination pairs in every single unit time operation.
However, the algorithms in this paper work on fixed
source-destination pairs, as this is the relevant case for
D2D communications. Let us note that FlashLinQ also
considers this case [7], [8].

1 For example, this can be obtained by storing multiple copies of the same
video encoded at different rates, as in current video on-demand delivery
systems such as Netflix or Amazon Prime, or by using scalable video coding
and requesting more or fewer refinement layers [4], [5], [6].
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Since user devices are paired permanently over a whole
streaming session in the present work, there is no handover delay, while per-slot dynamic association used
in [17], [18] gives rise to such delay. Such delay must
be taken into account or made small through a special
network architecture, e.g., single-channel single-IP implementation [2], [3].
We evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithms
by extensive simulations and compare them with a baseline
scheme formed by FlashLinQ at the MAC layer and DASH at
the application layer. In particular, we study the system performance in terms of total throughput, video quality (PSNR),
and number of video streaming stall events2 at the receivers.
According to our simulation results, the proposed algorithms
provide sizeable performance gains for these quality measures.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II gives preliminaries and background information.
Section III explains the details of our proposed quality-aware
streaming and scheduling algorithms both for the centralized
and the distributed cases. Section IV shows the simulation
results compared to FlashLinQ variants. Section V concludes
this paper.
•

II. P RELIMINARIES
This section defines our reference model including (i)
network model (see Section II-A), (ii) link model (see Section II-B), and (iii) video streaming model (see Section II-C).
A. A Reference Network Model: Macro View
Consider a network formed by a set L of one-hop D2D
links, indicated by li ∈ L [12], [13]. To schedule the D2D
links, a conflict graph is constructed such that the set of
vertices is L (the links) and two vertices are connected by an
edge if the corresponding links suffer from mutual interference
above a certain desired threshold (refer to Fig. 1). The choice
of the threshold will be discussed in Section IV-B3. However,
for the computation of the achievable rates of each link, we
still need to take into account the residual interference, caused
by the transmission from simultaneously scheduled links.
The conflict graph is described through its adjacency matrix,
whose elements E(j,k) between lj ∈ L and lk ∈ L are defined
as follows:
2 When the playback buffer does not contain the required video chunk at its
due playback time such that playback has to stall and wait until such chunk
is delivered.
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E(j,k)


 1, if lj interferes with lk where
lj ∈ L, lk ∈ L, and j =
6 k,
=

0, otherwise.

(1)

In addition, the set of neighbor nodes of each node is defined
as follows:

N (i) , la | E(i,a) = 1 where la ∈ L , ∀li ∈ L.
(2)
B. A Reference Link Model: Micro View
As can be seen in Fig. 2, each D2D wireless link consists
of one transmitter and its associated receiver. Each transmitter
has a queue whose length evolves according to
Qi (t + 1) = max [0, Qi (t) − µi (t)] + λi (t)

(3)

where Qi (t), µi (t), and λi (t) stand for the queue backlog size
at the transmitter of li , the number of bits leaving the queue
of the transmitter of li , and the number of bits added to the
queue of the transmitter of li , respectively. As shown in Fig. 2,
the arrival process (bits added to the queue) is associated with
the placement of chunks of the currently served video in each
unit time t ∈ {0, 1, · · · }. When the D2D link is scheduled for
transmission by the centralized or distributed controller, the
queue has a departure process which depends on the channel
state and on the link scheduling decisions. More details are
provided in Section III.
C. Video Streaming System Model
The receiver of link li requests a video file fi that is located
in the cache of its associated transmitter. A video file is formed
by a sequence of chunks, i.e., group of pictures (GOPs), which
are encoded and decoded as stand-alone units. Chunks must be
reproduced in sequence at the D2D receivers. The streaming
thus consists of the transmission of sequential chunks from
the transmitter to its associated receiver such that the playback
buffer at each transmitter contains the required chunks at the
beginning of each chunk playback time.
The time scale for the scheduling decision and departure
process, i.e., t, is not equivalent to the chunk placement unit
time τ , as can be seen in Fig. 3.

A chunk contains N = Nfpc ·Nppf pixels where Nppf denotes
the number of pixels per frame and Nfpc stands for the number
of frames per chunk. Suppose that each chunk of each file f is
encoded at a number of different quality modes q ∈ M where
M = {q1 · · · qM }. According to the variable bit-rate nature
of video coding, the quality-rate profile may vary from chunk
to chunk. We let Pf (q, τ ) and N Bf (q, τ ) denote the video
quality measure (e.g., peak-signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR))3 and
the number of bits for file f at chunk time τ with quality mode
q, respectively.
The chunk placement procedure consists of choosing the
quality mode qi (τ ) of the chunks requested at chunk unit
time τ by the scheduled D2D transmitters i. The choice
qi (τ ) renders the point (Pfi (qi (τ ), τ ); N Bfi (qi (τ ), τ ))
from the finite set of quality-rate tradeoff points
q=q
. The network controller
{(Pfi (q, τ ), N Bfi (q, τ ))}q=qM
1
(i) chooses the quality mode qi (τ ) for chunk time τ for all
requesting receivers i, and (ii) allocates the source coding
rate (bit per pixel). The transmitter of link i places the
corresponding N Bfi (qi (τ ), τ ) bits in its transmission queue
Qi (τ ), to be sent to the receiver whose length evolves
according to.
Summarizing, as can be seen in Fig. 4, at each chunk time
τ , the transmitter fetches chunks from its local cache in the
order in which they are to be played back. The chunks are
fetched at the quality mode qi (τ ) that is computed based
on stochastic network optimization algorithms (details are in
Section III-C1). Then, the coded bits are packetized to be
transmitted over the air-interfaces. The enqueued packets will
be transmitted depending on the departure process µi (t) and
are dependent on channel states as well as interference from
activated neighbor D2D links, i.e., signal-to-interference-plusnoise (SINR) ratio.
III. Q UALITY-AWARE S CHEDULING AND S TREAMING FOR
D EVICE - TO -D EVICE V IDEO D ELIVERY
This section presents the basic design rationale of our proposed two quality-aware streaming and scheduling algorithms.
A. Design Rationale
The proposed centralized algorithm consists of two separable but interconnected parts, i.e., centralized scheduling based
3 There is a rich literature on video quality metrics, e.g., [49], [51], [52].
Our framework works with any video quality measure, but for the sake of
simplicity (and because details of quality measures are outside the scope of
this paper), we use PSNR henceforth.
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The exact value of ri (t) of D2D link li cannot be obtained
before a scheduling decision is made because it depends on the
actual interference that all active transmitters (of the scheduled
links) cause on the receiver of link li , which is known only
when the scheduling decision is actually made.
To circumvent this problem, the decision in (4) is made on
the basis of an estimated value of the link achievable rate,
given by:
!
2
Psi →di (t) khi→i k
(9)
ri (t) = log2 1 +
σ2 + γ
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Fig. 4. A Device Model: The Scalable Video Coding (SVC)-based QualityAware Layer Selector determines the number of layers for each chunk via the
proposed algorithm in Section III-C based on the transmitter queue backlog
size. Note that a detailed SVC architecture for adaptive layer selection is
illustrated in [53].

on MWIS (refer to Section III-B1) and quality-aware streaming
(refer to Section III-C). In order to (approximately) solve
the MWIS problem in a computationally efficient manner,
we resort to a message-passing approach. For the streaming
decision, the operations to control the arrival and departure
processes in the queue of each D2D transmitter are defined.
The entire link model is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The proposed distributed algorithm improves FlashLinQ
with the concepts of distributed max-weight scheduling before transmission (refer to Section III-B2) and quality-aware
streaming (refer to Section III-C).
B. Device-to-Device Scheduling
1) Centralized Scheduling with MWIS Formulation: For
centralized D2D scheduling, the objective is to find the set
of links (i.e., nodes of the conflict graph defined before), that
maximize the sum of weights over all possible independent
sets. This yields the MWIS problem:
X
max :
F(I) ,
wi Ii ,
(4)
∀li ∈L

s.t.

Ij + Ik + Ej,k ≤ 2, ∀lj ∈ L, ∀lk ∈ L,

(5)

Ii ∈ {0, 1}, ∀li ∈ L,

(6)

where Ii is defined as

1, if li is scheduled where li ∈ L,
Ii =
0, otherwise

(7)

The above formulation ensures that conflicting links are not
scheduled simultaneously: if Ej,k = 0 (no edge between lj
and lk ) then Ij + Ik ≤ 2, i.e., both indicator functions can be
equal to 1. In contrast, if Ej,k = 1, Ij + Ik ≤ 1, i.e., at most
one of the two indicator functions can be equal to 1.
In (4), wi , ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , |L|} is given by [19]:
wi , ri (t) · Qi (t)

(8)

where Qi (t) is the queue backlog size at the transmitter of
D2D link li , defined in (3), and ri (t) stands for the achievable
rates of D2D link li .

where Psi →di (t) stands for the transmit power from si at unit
time t, hi→i stands for the (complex amplitude) channel gain
from si to di , σ is the standard deviation of the (Gaussian)
background noise, γ stands for the interference thresholds, i.e.,
the maximum admissible interference level γ from a single
interferer scheduled at the same time as the considered link. In
FlashLinQ, γ is set to 9 dB [7], [8]. (9) implies the assumption
that the aggregate interference from other links is equal to the
interference from a maximally strong single interferer. Since
the overall interference levels tend to be dominated by the
strongest interferer [43], this is a reasonable approximation.
After solving this MWIS problem, a set of active links is
obtained and the actual rates (including all the interference
caused by the active transmitters on the link receivers) are
used to update the transmission queues (see later). For solving the MWIS problem, various heuristic and approximation
algorithms have been proposed due to the fact that MWIS is
a well-known NP-hard problem. One of these methods is the
computation with message-passing [15], [16] which we will
use henceforth. The corresponding pseudo-code is presented
in Algorithm 1.
2) Distributed Max-Weight Scheduling: For distributed
scheduling, we improve FlashLinQ with the concept of maxweight scheduling.
FlashLinQ sorts the links according to a priority order
externally determined (e.g., at random, or according to round
robin), and considers the links in sequence, according to
the priority order. A link is declared active if it does not
create significant interference to the already active links with
higher priority and if its own achieved rate, considering the
interference from the already active links with higher priority,
is large enough. The decision is based on measurements of
channel strengths in both directions [7], [8]. In the original
FlashLinQ, priorities are randomized over time, to provide
a basic level of fairness. With the concept of max-weight
scheduling, we set the priorities of D2D links instead as
follows:
1
.
(10)
Ui ,
ri (t) · Qi (t)
C. Streaming with Quality-Aware Stochastic Control
The streaming consists of two parts, i.e., (i) placement of
chunks (i.e., arrival process of the queue) and (ii) transmission
of bits (i.e., departure process of the queue). Notice that the
streaming method investigated in this section is used for both
centralized and distributed algorithms.
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Input
– wi in (8) where ∀li ∈ L
– E(j,k) in (1) where ∀lj ∈ L, ∀lk ∈ L
• Output
– F(L, E)
– L∗ // set of scheduled D2D links
Update Phase;
n = 1;
while n ≤ K do
// K: the number
iteration;
h of message-passing
i
P
n
mi→j = max 0, wi − k∈{N (i)−j} mn−1
k→i , ∀j ∈
N (i);
i sends mni→j to all j ∈ N (i);
n + +;
end
Estimation
Phase;
P

K
1 if
k∈N (i) mk→i < wi
Ii =
;
0 otherwise
If Ii = 1 then li ∈ L∗ ;
MWIS Computation
Phase;
P
F(L, E) = ∀li ∈L wi Ii ;
•

queue backlog sizes Θ(t) and choose q (i.e., quality mode) to
maximize a bound on
P (t) − α∆(t)

where α is a positive constant control parameter of the DPP
policy that affects the quality-delay tradeoffs [19].
Now, the quality control decision involves choosing qi (t),
the quality mode for all scheduled receivers at chunk time t4 .
This choice is made as
arg max [Pfi (qi (t), t) − α {N Bfi (qi (t), t)} Qi (t)] .
qi (t)∈M

(16)
Since the placement of chunks constitutes the arrival process
of the queue, λi (t) can be denoted as follows when the optimal
q is determined in each li ∈ L:

N Bfi (qi (t), t), τ mod t = 0,
λi (t) =
(17)
0,
τ mod t 6= 0.

Algorithm 1: MWIS-based scheduling with message-passing
in each li ∈ L, ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , |L|}

1) Arrival Process (Placement of Chunks): In each chunk
time slot τ ∈ {0, 1, · · · }, the transmitter of each link places a
chunk into its transmission queue.
In order to dynamically and adaptively select the quality
level of the chunks, we consider the following stochastic optimization approach that aims at maximizing
P the total average
video quality of the users. Let P(t) =
li ∈L Pfi (qi (t), t);
and

Pfi (qi (t), t) , τ mod t = 0,
Pfi (qi (t), t) =
(11)
0,
τ mod t 6= 0.
Then, the proposed stochastic optimization problem is given
by:
max
subject to

t−1
1 X
E [P(t∗ )]
t→∞ t
t∗ =0

lim

(12)

t−1
1 X
E [Qi (t∗ )] < ∞, ∀li ∈ L (13)
t→∞ t
∗
t =0

lim

where (13) means all given queues should fulfill mean rate
stability. Let Θ(t) denote the column vector of all scheduled
queues at time t, and define the quadratic Lyapunov function
L(t) =

1 T
1X
2
Θ (t)Θ(t) =
|Qi (t)|
∀i∈L
2
2

(15)

(14)

where ΘT (t) stands for the transpose of Θ(t). Then, let ∆(t)
be a conditional quadratic Lyapunov function that can be
formulated as E [L(t + 1)|Θ(t)] − L(t), i.e., the drift on slot
t. The drift-plus-penalty (DPP) policy is designed to solve the
given optimization formulation by observing only the current

2) Departure Process (Transmission of Bits): Once a set
of active links L∗ is determined as described in Section III-B,
the transmitters of the scheduled links can transmit bits up to
the amount of the achievable rates actually supported by the
link at time t, i.e., µi (t) = ri (t), ∀li ∈ L∗ .
According to Shannon’s capacity equation, i.e., µi (t) in (8)
can be computed as follows [14]:
#
"
2
Psi →di (t) khi→i k
(18)
µi (t) = B · log2 1 +
P
2
σ 2 + j6=i Psj →di (t) khj→i k
where ∀li ∈ L∗ , ∀lj ∈ L∗ , i 6= j, Psa →db (t) stands for the
power transmitted by sa intended for db , and hj→i stands for
the channel gain from the transmitter of link j to the receiver
of link i where ∀a, ∀b ∈ {1, · · · , |L|} at time t, B stands for
the channel bandwidth of the system.
While here we have used the SINR-based capacity equation
in (18) to evaluate achievable rates, any suitable function of
SINR can be included in our algorithms, for example, if the
physical layer (PHY) of the D2D system includes a family
of modulation and coding scheme (MCS) each of which has
a certain operational range of SINR and a given rate, we
can substitute such a piece-wise constant function into our
scheme and get meaningful results that explicitly include the
properties of the MCS set (e.g., the MCS modes of 802.11based standards, or 3GPP LTE).
IV. S IMULATION S TUDY
The performance of our proposed joint scheduling and
streaming algorithms is simulated and evaluated in this section.
The basic simulation settings are presented in Section IV-A;
and the simulation results are presented and analyzed in
Section IV-B.
4 This quality mode q (t) selection decision also determines Φ(t) the
i
column vector of the number of source-coded bits N Bfi (qi (t), t) with
selected quality mode qi (t) that each receiver i must download from its
transmitter for the chunk requested at time t.
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TABLE I
V IDEO T RACE I NFORMATION

Video
Video
Video
Video

Trace
Trace
Trace
Trace

1
2
3
4

Basic Information
(Names of Test Sequences)
highway
city, crew, harbour, train
parkrun, stockholm
bridge_close, bridge_far

Resolution

Average Bitrates
(Full Video Stream with All Layers)
631 Kbps (8 Layers Encoded)
3908 Kbps (4 Layers Encoded)
6679 Kbps (4 Layers Encoded)
556 Kbps (8 Layers Encoded)

352 × 288 Pixels
704 × 576 Pixels
1024 × 576 Pixels
352 × 288 Pixels

A. Simulation Settings

Ui =

•

1
ri (t) · Qi (t)

(19)

corresponding to the max-weight scheduling concept.
Also FlashLinQ-P does not consider video-quality related
aspects, and we again fix the qualities of the streams to
the same values as above.
FlashLinQ-Q: This variant of FlashLinQ uses the video
streaming quality decisions as in Section III-C, but the
link scheduling is standard FlashLinQ, i.e., the priorities
Ui are chosen at random.

3) Simulation Topology Construction: The considering
simulation topology consists of uniformly random deployed
ten D2D transmitter and receiver pairs in a 600m × 600m

Rx

Tx

All bits of
chunk
1 k are arrived

c

c
c

All2bits of
chunk
1 (k+1) are arrived

Playback:
Chunk k

Chunk Gap = 0
No Stall Events
Playback:
Chunk (k+1)

……

1) Video Traces: For the simulation study, we use four
different types of video traces. Each video consists of 14400
chunks where the playback time of each chunk is 0.5 seconds.
Thus, the overall playback time of each video trace is 2 hours,
corresponding to a typical movie playback time. The video
sequences are standard moving picture experts group (MPEG)
test sequences, commonly used in the literature. The original
video sequences consist of 200 chunks; To create one 2-hour
video, we concatenated the same sequence 72 times. Details
of the traces are summarized in Table I.
The quality of each chunk can be numerically represented
by the PSNR, i.e., Pfi (qi (t), t).
We note that the video streams are not synchronized between the D2D links, i.e., starting times for the different links
(streams) are independent of each other.
2) Baseline Terms of Comparison: To show the effectiveness of our proposed centralized or distributed quality-aware
streaming and scheduling algorithms, their performances are
evaluated and compared with the performances of FlashLinQ
variants.
• FlashLinQ: This is the standard FlashLinQ algorithm
with random Ui priority selection in each D2D link,
such that each link has at least N1 probability of being
scheduled where N stands for the number of D2D links.
Since FlashLinQ does not consider video quality at all,
we fix the quality level as 2 in video trace 1 (among given
4 levels), 4 in video trace 2 (among given 8 levels), 4 in
video trace 3 (among given 8 levels), and 2 in video
trace 4 (among given 4 levels). We choose a ”medium”
quality level since a selected high quality level leads to
high PSNR but might negatively impact queue stability.
• FlashLinQ-P: This variant of FlashLinQ uses prioritized
Ui selection. The Ui are computed as

Chunk Gap > 0
Stall Events!

All bits of
chunk
1 (k+2) are arrived

c

Playback:
Chunk (k+2)

Fig. 5. An example of stall events: If all bits of next chunk are arrived at
the playback buffer of D2D receiver, there is no stall event since the receiver
can immediately play the next chunk when the playing of current chunk is
completed. Otherwise, the stall event will be occurred when the playing of
current chunk is completed.

All bits of
Chunk 1
are arrived

Stall
Event

All bits of
Chunk 2
are arrived

Stall
Event

All bits of
Chunk 3
are arrived

Time

Playback
Chunk 1

Playback
Chunk 2

Playback
Chunk 3

……

(a) No pre-buffering: If there is no pre-buffering, stall events
may be occurred between chunks.

All bits of
Chunk 1
are arrived

All bits of
Chunk 2
are arrived

All bits of
Chunk 3
are arrived

Time

Prebuffering

Playback
Chunk 1

Playback
Chunk 2

Playback
Chunk 3

……

(b) Pre-buffering: By setting certain amounts of pre-buffering
time, we can reduce the number of stall events.
Fig. 6. Pre-buffering: With the definition of pre-buffering, the number of
stall events can be reduced, i.e., user satisfaction can be increased.
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square layout. The path-loss is computed according to the Winner II model (indoor in 2.4 GHz D2D communications) [20]:

P L(d) = a1 log10 (d) + a2 + a3 log10

fcGHz
5


+ Xσ (20)

where fcGHz is the carrier frequency in a GHz scale. a1 includes
the path loss exponent and its value is 18.7 dBm in LOS
and 36.8 dBm in NLOS. a2 is the intercept, which is 46.8
dBm in LOS and 43.8 dBm in NLOS. a3 describes the path
loss frequency dependence and it is set to 20 in both LOS
and NLOS. Xσ is the shadowing assumed to be a normal
distribution (in dB) with mean 0 and standard deviation σ,
where σ = 3 dB in LOS and σ = 6 dB in NLOS. Notice that
we assume that no communication is possible for a distance
longer than 100 m.
With the given topology, we simulated transmission for
24 hours, assuming each D2D link streams 10 video traces.
Then, ten simulations will be operated with different random
geometries.
The connectivity of conflict graphs changes according to the
setting of the interference threshold. If the received powers
from nearby D2D transmitters j to current D2D receiver i are
less than the interference threshold, they will be considered
as noise. Otherwise, they will be considered as interference.
Thus, low γ increases the number of edges in the corresponding conflict graph. Consequently, a relatively small number of
D2D links will be scheduled; that may also reduce the sum
rate. On the other hand, high γ decreases the number of edges
in the given corresponding conflict graph. Thus, a relatively
large number of D2D links can be scheduled; however it
will reduce the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio and thus
rate, for each link. Therefore, we need to consider various
interference threshold settings in the simulation studies.
4) Performance Analysis Metrics: Whenever a receiver
finishes playing back chunk i, all bits of chunk i + 1 should
have arrived. Otherwise, a pause (stall) occurs in the playback, see Fig. 5. Obviously, the stall events introduce user
dissatisfaction. Typically, 3 or more stalls during one movie
would be judged to be unacceptable quality. Thus the number
of stall events can be an important index for measuring user
satisfaction of video streaming.
To avoid stall events, pre-buffering is frequently used. As
shown in Fig. 6, a number of chunks are transmitted before
playback at the receiver starts; this introduces a viewing
delay for the user but reduces the number of stall events.
Obviously a very long pre-buffering time leads to user
dissatisfaction as well, and if we set extremely large prebuffering time, there is no difference between streaming and
downloading/transmission. Therefore, there exists a tradeoff,
and defining an appropriate pre-buffering time is required. In
addition, once a stall occurs, the receiver buffers again for the
same amount of pre-buffering time as for startup5 .
5 Notice that the re-buffering time could also be shorter than the initial
buffering time, i.e., they do not need to be the same, but we set it as equal
in order to reduce the number of variables in the simulation.

(a) Effectiveness of mpMWISQP compared to FlashLinQQP in terms of Ts defined in
(21)

(b) Effectiveness of mpMWISQP compared to FlashLinQQP in terms of Ms defined in
(22)

(c) Effectiveness of mpMWISQP compared to FlashLinQ in
terms of Ts defined in (21)

(d) Effectiveness of mpMWISQP compared to FlashLinQ in
terms of Ms defined in (22)

Fig. 7. Performance Comparison between mpMWIS-QP and FlashLinQQP/FlashLinQ in terms of the Expected Number of Stall Events

B. Simulation Results
With the given two performance metrics, we evaluates the
performance of our proposed algorithms and three various
FlashLinQ variants as a function of the following parameters:
• various pre-buffering time settings (see Section IV-B1),
• various α, i.e., quality-delay tradeoffs (see Section IV-B2),
• various interference thresholds γ (see Section IV-B3), and
• average quality vs. the expected number of stall events
(see Section IV-B4).
Notice that our proposed centralized algorithm is denoted
as mpMWIS-QP (i.e., message-passing for MWIS formulation with Quality-awareness and max-weight Prioritization);
and also our proposed distributed algorithm is denoted
as FlashLinQ-QP (i.e., improved FlashLinQ with Qualityawareness and max-weight Prioritization).
1) Effects of the Pre-Buffering Time: We vary the prebuffering time from 1 second to 10 seconds with a step size
of 1 second. In addition, α and the interference threshold γ
are set to 2 and 5 dB, respectively. The resulting expected stall
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TABLE II
T HE E XPECTED N UMBER OF S TALL E VENTS , I . E ., E [Ns ], IN E ACH V IDEO S TREAMING IN E ACH D2D L INK WITH VARIOUS P RE -B UFFERING T IMES
Pre-buffering Time
1 second
2 second
3 second
4 second
5 second
6 second
7 second
8 second
9 second
10 second

mpMWIS-QP: E [Ns ]
13.4
11.1
7.9
5.0
2.1
0.9
0.7
0 [No Stalls]
0 [No Stalls]
0 [No Stalls]

FlashLinQ: E [Ns ]
34.8
30.2
28.5
21.8
11.1
6.0
4.6
3.7
3.3
2.6

FlashLinQ-P: E [Ns ]
26.0
20.9
15.5
10.2
4.4
2.2
1.6
1.2
0.6
0 [No Stalls]

FlashLinQ-Q: E [Ns ]
26.6
22.9
18.3
11.3
5.7
3.0
2.4
1.9
1.1
0.3

FlashLinQ-QP: E [Ns ]
14.5
11.9
8.9
6.1
2.7
1.1
0.8
0.3
0 [No Stalls]
0 [No Stalls]

TABLE III
T HE E XPECTED N UMBER OF S TALL E VENTS , I . E ., E [Ns ], IN E ACH V IDEO S TREAMING IN E ACH D2D L INK WITH VARIOUS α
α
8
4
2
0.1
0.05

mpMWIS-QP: E [Ns ]
0 [No Stalls]
0 [No Stalls]
0 [No Stalls]
1.2
3.0

FlashLinQ: E [Ns ]
0.8
1.6
3.7
7.0
15.3

FlashLinQ-P: E [Ns ]
0.3
1.1
1.2
3.7
8.4

probability is presented in Table II and Fig. 7. For quantitative
comparison, two indices, i.e., Ts and Ms , are defined as
formulated in (21) and (22), respectively.
Ts
Ms

E [Ns ] of FlashLinQ Variants − hE [Ns ]i
(21)
hE [Ns ]i
= E [Ns ] of FlashLinQ Variants − hE [Ns ]i (22)
=

where E [Ns ] stands for the expected number of stall events
and hE [Ns ]i denotes the E [Ns ] of mpMWIS-QP.
As anticipated, the expected number of stall events reduces as the pre-buffering time increases. If there is no prebuffering time, mpMWIS-QP has 13.4 stall events on average
whereas FlashLinQ has 34.8. For 8 second pre-buffering time,
mpMWIS-QP has no stall events; FlashLinQ-QP has 0.3; and
this performance is the best among the given three FlashLinQ
variants. Pure FlashLinQ shows the lowest performance. As
shown in Fig. 7(c), it has 6 times more stall events when the
pre-buffering time is 7 second.
We furthermore see that the performance advantage of
mpMWIS-QP vs. FlashLinQ stems from a variety of factors:
max-weight scheduling, incorporation of the interconnection
between scheduling and streaming, and centralized control. We
see that only incorporating max-weight scheduling (i.e., going
from FlashLinQ to FlashLinQ-P) provides a significant advantage, while only incorporating video quality without maxweight scheduling (i.e., going from FlashLinQ to FlashlinQP gives slightly lower improvement. The advantage of centralized scheduling over distributed scheduling (mpMWISQP) is very small, which is an important insight for actual
deployment.
2) Effects of the Parameter α: α stands for a quality-delay
tradeoff constant as formulated in (15). If α is small, qualityawareness takes higher priority. On the other hand, larger α
considers queue stability with higher priority, so that lower
probability of stalls can be anticipated. The simulation results
in this section investigate results when α takes on the values

FlashLinQ-Q: E [Ns ]
0.5
0.9
1.9
4.2
9.0

FlashLinQ-QP: E [Ns ]
0 [No Stalls]
0.1
0.3
1.6
4.7

0.05, 0.1, 2, 4, and 8. Notice that our considered pre-buffering
time is 8 seconds, which is an optimum value for mpMWISQP; and the interference threshold γ is set to 5 dB. A further
discussion of video quality versus stall events will be given in
Section IV-B4.
The simulation results are summarized in Table III. If α is
2, 4, or 8, there are no stall events in mpMWIS-QP. Pure
FlashLinQ has between 3.7 and 0.8 stall events for those
values. FlashLinQ-QP will have no stalls when α = 8. This
performance is lower than the performance of mpMWIS-QP;
however the performance of FlashLinQ-QP is the best among
the given FlashLinQ variants.
3) Choice of the Interference Threshold γ: As discussed in
Section IV-A3, the interference threshold trades off the number
of active links with the rate per link that can be obtained. Thus,
finding an appropriate interference threshold is important for
optimizing performance. In our given network geometry, our
minimum and maximum interference thresholds are 0 dB and
13 dB, respectively. With γ = 0 dB, our geometry is extremely
densely connected in its corresponding conflict graph, i.e., only
one D2D link will be scheduled in each unit time. On the other
hand, our geometry has no edges in its corresponding conflict
graph when γ = 13 dB, i.e., all D2D links will be scheduled
and will generate interference all together in each unit time.
We additionally performed the simulation with γ = 5 dB.
We again set the pre-buffering time to 8 second; and set α =
2. Results with the mentioned three interference thresholds
are listed in Table IV. For all algorithms, performance with
γ = 5 dB is the best; and the performance with γ = 0 dB is
lower than the performance with γ = 13 dB.
4) Average Quality vs. Expected Number of Stall Events:
This section presents average quality values depending on the
expected number of stall events for mpMWIS-QP, FlashLinQQ, and FlashLinQ-QP. The other two FlashLinQ variants,
i.e., FlashLinQ and FlashLinQ-P, are not considered in this
simulation since they statically select their quality mode. Prebuffering time is 8 second, and the interference threshold is
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TABLE IV
T HE E XPECTED N UMBER OF S TALL E VENTS , I . E ., E [Ns ], IN E ACH V IDEO S TREAMING IN E ACH D2D L INK WITH VARIOUS I NTERFERENCE
T HRESHOLDS γ
γ
0 dB
5 dB
13 dB

mpMWIS-QP: E [Ns ]
5.4
0 [No Stalls]
3.1

FlashLinQ: E [Ns ]
26.9
3.7
23.8

FlashLinQ-P: E [Ns ]
20.8
1.2
13.0

FlashLinQ-Q: E [Ns ]
22.0
1.9
16.2

FlashLinQ-QP: E [Ns ]
17.9
0.3
10.2

TABLE VI
T HE E XPECTED N UMBER OF S TALL E VENTS E [Ns ] VS . AVERAGE Q UALITY (AVERAGE PSNR) WHEN THE S YSTEM BANDWIDTH IS 2 MH Z
α
0.05
0.1
2
4
8

mpMWIS-QP
E [Ns ]: 3.02, Average PSNR: 32.84
E [Ns ]: 1.15, Average PSNR: 32.37
E [Ns ]: 0.00 [No Stalls], Average PSNR: 31.85
-

E [Ns ]: 4.75,
E [Ns ]: 1.58,
E [Ns ]: 0.29,
E [Ns ]: 0.14,
E [Ns ]: 0.00 [No Stalls],

FlashLinQ-QP
Average PSNR: 32.78
Average PSNR: 32.10
Average PSNR: 31.44
Average PSNR: 31.15
Average PSNR: 30.91

E [Ns ]:
E [Ns ]:
E [Ns ]:
E [Ns ]:
E [Ns ]:

9.07,
4.18,
1.87,
0.86,
0.58,

Average
Average
Average
Average
Average

FlashLinQ-Q
PSNR: 31.48
PSNR: 31.04
PSNR: 30.75
PSNR: 30.54
PSNR: 29.88

TABLE VII
T HE E XPECTED N UMBER OF S TALL E VENTS E [Ns ] VS . AVERAGE Q UALITY (AVERAGE PSNR) WHEN THE S YSTEM BANDWIDTH IS 1 MH Z
α
0.05
0.1
2
4
8

E [Ns ]:
E [Ns ]:
E [Ns ]:
E [Ns ]:
E [Ns ]:

6.29,
2.39,
0.89,
0.39,
0.16,

Average
Average
Average
Average
Average

mpMWIS-QP
PSNR: 29.10
PSNR: 27.12
PSNR: 26.82
PSNR: 26.72
PSNR: 26.68

E [Ns ]: 10.50,
E [Ns ]: 5.41,
E [Ns ]: 2.55,
E [Ns ]: 0.95,
E [Ns ]: 0.32,

(a) System Bandwidth: 2 MHz (The data in this figure is listed in
Table VI)
Fig. 8.

FlashLinQ-QP
Average PSNR: 27.89
Average PSNR: 26.99
Average PSNR: 26.78
Average PSNR: 26.68
Average PSNR: 26.68

E [Ns ]: 20.95,
E [Ns ]: 9.65,
E [Ns ]: 4.32,
E [Ns ]: 2.00,
E [Ns ]: 1.32,

Average
Average
Average
Average
Average

FlashLinQ-Q
PSNR: 27.28
PSNR: 26.78
PSNR: 26.68
PSNR: 26.67
PSNR: 26.67

(b) System Bandwidth: 1 MHz (The data in this figure is listed in
Table VII)

Average Quality vs. Expected Number of Stall Events

5 dB. To numerically represent video quality, PSNR is used;
the minimum and maximum PSNR values in each video trace
are listed in Table V.
We simulate the algorithms with α = {0.05, 0.1, 2, 4, 8},

and compute the expected numbers of stall events and the
average PSNR values. Results are shown for a system bandwidth of 2 MHz in Table VI. In mpMWIS-QP, there are no stall
events if α ≥ 2. However, higher α leads to the degradation
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TABLE V
PSNR TABLE OF G IVEN F OUR V IDEO T RACES

Video
Video
Video
Video

Trace
Trace
Trace
Trace

1
2
3
4

minimum PSNR
29.4835 dB
25.7136 dB
24.3273 dB
28.8283 dB

Maximum PSNR
37.8063 dB
36.2584 dB
35.0470 dB
37.1691 dB

that accounts for the inter-relationship between scheduling and
quality selection, (ii) a good distributed scheme performs only
marginally worse than our centralized scheme, and (iii) we can
trade off average video quality with probability of stalls. These
results give important insight in the deployment of D2D-based
video streaming.
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